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Abstract- A partial semiring is a structure having an infinitary partial addition and a binary multiplication, subject to a set 

of axioms. In this paper we introduce the notions of 2-m-system, semi- 2-absorbing ideal and 2-p-system in so-rings and 

obtain their characteristics.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Partially defined infinitary operations occur in the contexts 

ranging from integration theory to programming language 

semantics.  The general cardinal algebras studied by Tarski in 

1949, Housdorff Topological commutative groups studied by 

Bourbaki in 1966, ∑ - structures studied by Higgs in 1980, 

sum-ordered partial monoids and sum-ordered partial 

semirings(so-rings) studied by Arbib, Manes and Benson [2], 

[4], and streenstrup [13] are some of the algebraic structures of 

the above type. 

G.V.S. Acharyulu [1] and P.V.Srinivasa Rao [10] developed 

the ideal theory for the sum-ordered partial semirings (so-

rings). Continuing this study, in [12] & [7] we introduced 

notation of 2-absorbing ideals of  so-rings and obtained their 

characteristics in a commutative so-ring. In this paper, we 

introduce the notion of  2-m-system in so-rings and prove that 

a proper ideal Q is 2-absorbing ideal if and only if QR \  is a 

2-m-system of R. Also we introduce the notions of semi-2-

absorbing ideal and 2-p-system in so-rings and prove that a 

proper ideal Q is semi-2-absorbing ideal if ),(QABSQ   the 

set of intersection of all of 2-absorbing ideals of R containing 

Q.  

II. PRELIMINARIES 

In this section we collect some important definitions and results 

for our use in this paper. 

2.1. Definition. [4] Let M be a non-empty set M,   is a 

partial addition defined on some, but not necessarily all families 

 Iixi :  in M. Then the pair (M,  )  said to be a partial 

monoid if they satisify the following axioms: 

 (i) Unary Sum Axiom.  Consider  Iixi :   is a one 

element family in M,  jI  . Then  Iixi  :
 
is defined 

and equals jx . 

(ii) Partition-Associativity Axiom. Consider  Iixi :  is a 

family in M,   JjI j :  is a partition of I. Then 

 Iixi :  is summable if and only if  ji Iix :  is 

summable for every Jj  and   JjIix ji  ::  is 

summable. We write 

    JjIixIix jii  ::: . 

2.2. Definition. [4] Let  1,.,,R  is a quadruple where 

 ,R  is a partial monoid,  1,.,R  is a monoid with 

multiplicative operation „.‟ and unit 1. Then  1,.,,R  is said 

to be a partial semiring  if the additive and multiplicative 

structures obey the following distributive laws: Suppose 

 Iixi  :  is defined in R. Then for all y in R, 

 Iixy i  :.  and  Iiyxi  :.  are defined 

and    IixyIixy ii  :.:. , 

   IiyxyIix ii  :..: . 

2.3. Definition. [4] A partial semiring  1,.,,R  is said to be 

commutative if yxxy 
 
for every ., Ryx 

 

2.4. Definition. [4] Let  ,M  be a partial monoid. The 

binary  relation   on a partial monoid is said to be a sum-

ordering if we have the following axiom: yx   if and only if 

there exists a „h‟ in M such that hxy   for ., Myx 
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2.5. Definition. [4] A partial semiring R is said to be a sum-

ordered partial semiring or so-ring if  the sum ordering in R is 

a partial order. 

2.6. Example. [4] Let D be a set. Let  DDPfn ,   be the set 

of all partial functions from D to D be. A family  Iixi :  is 

summable if and only if for any i, j in I, and ji  , 

    ji xdomxdom  . If  Iixi :  is summable then 

for any d in D 

 
   



 


.,

;,

otherwiseundefined

Iiuniquesomeforxdomdifdx
xd

ii

ii
A

nd „.‟ defined as the usual functional composition. Also the 

ordering is defined as the extension of functions , unit defined 

as the identity function on D. Then   ,.,, DDPfn  is a so-

ring.  

2.7. Example. [4] Let D be a set. The function DDx :  is 

a  multi-function  defined as each element in D to an arbitray 

subset of D. Such multi-functions correspond bijectively to the 

relation DDr  , where   red ,  if and only if 

dxe . Let  DDMfn ,
 
is defined as the set of all multi-

functions from D to D, together with   defined such that d in 

D,    iiii dxxd  , and „.‟ defined as the usual 

relational composition. That implies for each d in D and for x, 

y in  DDMfn , ,    dxeeyyxd  :.  , and  dd 1 . 

Then   ,.,, DDMfn  is a so-ring.  

2.8. Definition. [4] A So-ring R is said to be complete if every 

family in R is summable. 

2.9. Definition. [1] A subset N of a so-ring R is said to be an 

ideal of R if the following conditions are satisified: 

 1I . If  Nixi :  is a summable family in R and Nxi   

Ii  then   NIixi  : ,  

 2I . If yx   and Ny  then Nx , 

 3I . If Nx  and Rr  then Nrxxr , . 

Throughout this paper, R denotes a commutative so-ring. 

III. M-SYSTEM OF SO-RING ‘R’ 

From [12], a 2-absorbing ideal in so-rings is defined as follows:   

3.1. Definition. [12] Let J be a proper ideal of a so-ring R. 

Then J  is said to be 2-absorbing if for any Rrqp ,, , 

Jpqr implies Jpq  or Jqr  or .Jqr    

3.2. Theorem. Let  R be a complete so-ring and  Q be a proper 

ideal R. Then the following conditions are equivalent:  

       (i) Q be a 2-absorbing ideal of R,   

       (ii)  QRsrxrysz ,|  if and only if Qxy  or                 

Qyz  or .Qxz    

Proof. (i)   (ii): Assume Q be a 2-absorbing ideal of R. Take 

 .,|: RsrxryszQ   If  Qxy  or Qyz  or 

,Qxz  then Qxrysz  ., Rsr   Thus 

  .,| QRsrxrysz   Hence .QQ   Suppose 

.QQ   Take  .:&:,:  zZyYxX  Now 

we prove that .QXYZ   Let .XYZa  Then 

iiii zyxa   for .&,  zzyyxx iii  

Now 
llkkjj iiliiikiiiji szrzsyryxsrx  &,  

.,,,,,, RsrsrsrIi
llkkjj iiiiii     

).)()((
llkkjj iiliikiiji szrsyrxsra     

].)([
llkkjj iiiiiilkji szrsyrxsra   Since QQ   

and Q is an ideal of R, we have .Qa    .QXYZ   

Since  

.,&, QxyzZzzYyyXxx   

Since Q is 2-absorbing, Qxy  or Qyz  or .Qxz  

(ii)   (i): Suppose   QRsrxryszQ  ,|  if and 

only if Qxy  or Qyz  or .Qxz  Let 

.,, QxyzRzyx   Then Qrsxyz )(  ., Rsr   

    .,| QRsrxrysz   By assumption, Qxy  or 

Qyz  or .Qxz  Thus Q is a 2-absorbing ideal of R. □                                                                                             

3.3. Definition. Let R be a so-ring and A  be a non-empty 

subset R. Then A is said to be a 2-k-system if and only if 

for any ,,,,, AxzyzxyRzyx    

., AxryszRsr       

3.4. Example.  Let  1,,,,,0 yxvuR   be a so-ring and the 

partial addition  defined on R by 

 


 


.,

,0,
:

otherwiseundefined

jsomeforjixifx
Iix

ij

i

 
and „.‟ defined by the following table:

 
. 0 u v x y 1 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

u 0 u 0 0 0 u 
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v 0 0 v 0 0 v 

x 0 0 0 0 0 x 

y 0 0 0 0 0 y 

1 0 u v x y 1 

Consider  vuA ,,0 . Then A be a non-empty subset of R. 

Clearly A is a 2-k-system of R. 

3.5. Theorem. Let R be a so-ring. Let Q be a proper ideal of  

R. Then Q is 2-absorbing if and only if QR \  is a 2-k-system. 

Proof. Suppose Q is a 2-absorbing ideal of R. Let 

.\,,,, QRxzyzxyRzyx     .,, Qxzyzxy   

Since Q is 2-absorbing ideal, .Qxyz      1, 

1 .\.1..1. QRzyxR   Hence QR \  is a 2-k-system of 

R. 

Conversely suppose that QR \  is a 2-k-system of R. Let 

.,, QxyzRzyx   Suppose .,, QxzQyzQxy   

 .\,, QRxzyzxy   Since QR \  is a 2-m-system,   

.\, QRxryszRsr      ., QxryszRsr   

Since .)(, QrsxyzQxyz     ,Qxrysz   a 

contradiction. Hence Q is a 2-absorbing ideal of R.                                   

□ 

3.6. Theorem. Let R be a complete so-ring and  „A‟ be a 2-k-

system R. Let Q be an  ideal of R which is maximal among all 

those ideals of R such that .AQ  Then Q is a 2-

absorbing ideal of R. 

Proof. Take  .|)(:  AHRidealH   Clearly Q 

is a maximal element in .  Therefore   is non-empty. Let 

.,, QxyzRzyx   Suppose that QyzQxy  ,  and 

.Qxz  Suppose Axy  or Ayz  or .Axz  Then 

xyQQ   or yzQQ   or xzQQ   and 

   AxyQ   or    AyzQ   or 

   AxzQ  , which is a contradiction to the 

maximality of Q. Hence AyzAxy  ,  and .Axz  Since 

A is 2-k-system of R,   ., AxryszRsr   Since 

., QxryszQxyz    ,AQxrysz   a contradiction 

to the fact that .AQ  Hence Qxy  or Qyz  or 

.Qxz  Hence Q is a 2-absorbing ideal of R.                                                                                         

□ 

3.7. Theorem. Let R be a complete  so-ring and M is a 

maximal ideal R. Then M is a 2-absobring ideal of R. 

Proof. Let M be a maximal ideal of R. Let 

.,, MxyzRzyx   Take 

  .,|: MRsrxryszJ   Suppose Mxy , 

.Myz  Then . yxMM   

. zyMM  RxyM   and 

.RyzM      

    21 1&1 msyzrmsxyr jjjiii   for some 

,,,, Rsrsr jjii  ., 21 Mmm     

     .1 21 msyzrmsxyr jjjiii     

       .1 2112 mmmsyzrmsxyrssyzxyrr jjjiiijijiji 

    

          .2112 Mxzmmxzmsyzrxzmsxyrxzssyzxyrrxz jjjiiijijiji 

   .Mxz  Hence M is a 2-absorbing ideal of R.         □ 

The following example gives the converse need not be true. 

3.8. Example.  Consider  [0, 1] be the unit interval of  real 

numbers . Let ):( Iixi  be any family  in [0, 1]. Then define 

ix  as the ixsup . Also for any x, y in [0, 1], the infimum of 

{x, y} defined as x.y. Clearly [0, 1] is a so-ring. Now for any 

x [0, 1], we have [0, x] is an ideal of [0, 1]. Infact every 

ideal in [0, 1] is of the form [0, x]. Now for ,5.0x  the ideal 

[0, x] is a 2-absorbing ideal of R, but  not a maximal ideal of R. 

3.9. Theorem. Let R be a so-ring and I be a  2-absorbing ideal 

R. Then I contains a minimal 2-absorbing ideal of R. 

Proof. Consider  QRidealQ |)(:   is 2-absorbing and 

.IQ   Clearly I . Thus  ,  is a non-empty 

partially ordered set. Take  iNi |  be a descending chain 

of 2-absorbing ideals of R contained in I. Take .: 



i

iNN  

Clearly  N be an ideal of R with .IN   Let 

  .,|,, NRsrxryszRzyx   Suppose Nxy  

and  .Nyz  kNxy  and lNyz  for some lk   in 

.  Since }|{ iNi  is a descending chain, kNxy  and 

.kNyz  Since 

  &,|&, kkk NRsrxryszNyzNxy  kN  , we 

have kNxz  ( by theorem 3.2). Now   ik NNki  ,  

& hence iNxz   .,  kki  Now 

 ki NNki  ,  & hence iNxy  and .iNyz  Since 

  ,,| iNRsrxrysz   we have iNxz    
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 .,kki  iNxz    i  . Therefore hence 





i

iNNxz .  Hence N is a 2-absorbing ideal of R. Also 

N  and N is a lower bound of  iNi |  in .  So, 

by zorn‟s lemma,   has a minimal element . Hence the 

theorem.                                 □ 

3.10. Theorem. Let R be a complete so-ring and I be an ideal 

of R. Suppose M is minimal among those ideals of R properly 

containing I, then  IrMRrN  |  is a 2-absorbing 

ideal of R. 

Proof. Clearly   ):(| MIIrMRrN   is an ideal 

of R. Take ZYX ,,  be ideals of R NXYZ   then 

.)( IMXYZ   Suppose NXY  , .NYZ   Then   

.,, YZbXYaNba     

.)(,)( IMYZIMXY   Hence 

.)(&)( MMYZIIMMXYII   By the 

minimality of M, MMXYI  )(  and 

 .)( MMYZI   X Z MMXYXZXZI  )(  and 

 .)( XZMMYZXZXZI    XZM  .III  

 .)( IMXZ  .NXZ   Hence N is a 2-absorbing ideal 

of R.                                 □      

IV. SEMI-2-ABSORBING IDEALS 

We define a semi-2-absorbing ideal in so-rings as follows: 

4.1. Definition. Let R be a so-ring and I be a proper ideal of R. 

Then I is said to be a semi-2-absorbing ideal of R if for any 

,Rx  Ix 3
 then .2 Ix   

4.2. Remark. Let R be a so-ring and I be a proper ideal of R. 

If I is a 2-absorbing ideal then I is a semi-2-absorbing ideal of 

R. 

Proof. Let I be a 2-absorbing ideal of R. Let 

...3 IxxxxRx   Since I is 2-absorbing, 

.. 2 Ixxx   Thus I is a semi-2-absorbing ideal of R.                                                                                                                       

□ 

The following example gives the converse need not be 

true.  

4.3. Example. Consider the so-ring .: 12ZR   Let 

.0 I  Then I is a semi-2-absorbing ideal of R. For 

,3,2,2 R  ,03.2.2 I  I 42.2  and 

.63.2 I  Hence I is not a 2-absorbing ideal of R. 

4.4. Theorem. Let R be a complete so-ring and Q be a proper 

ideal of R. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 

(i) Q is a semi-2-absorbing ideal of R, 

(ii)  QRsrxrxsx ,|  if and only if .2 Qx   

Proof. (i)   (ii): Suppose Q is a semi-2-absorbing ideal of R. 

Take  .,|: RsrxrxsxQ   If .2 Qx   Then 

Qxrxsx    ., Rsr   Thus   .,| QRsrxrxsx   

Hence .QQ   Suppose .QQ   Take .:  xX  Now 

we prove that .3 QX   Let .3Xa  Then iiii xxxa   

for  .,, xxxx iii  

 ,,,
llkkjj iiliiikiiiji sxrxsxrxxsrx  

 .,,,,,, RsrsrsrIi
llkkjj iiiiii

 

).)()((
llkkjj iiliikiiji sxrsxrxsra   Since QQ   

and Q is an ideal of R, we have .Qa  Then  .3 QX   

Since ,Xxx   we have .3 Qx   Since Q is semi-2-

absorbing, .2 Qx   

(ii)   (i): Suppose   QRsrxrxsxQ  ,|:  if and 

only if .2 Qx    Let .3 QxRx   Then 

 .)..( Qrsxxx    .,| QRsrxrxsx   By assumption, 

.2 Qx     

Hence Q is a semi-2-absorbing ideal of R.                          □          

4.5. Definition. Let R be a so-ring and “A” non-empty subset 

of R. Then A is said to be a 2-l-system if and only if for 

any ,2 AxRx     ., AxrxsxRsr    

4.6. Example. Consider the so-ring as in example 3.4., let 

},,0{ vuA   be a non-empty subset of R. Hence A is a 2-l-

system of R. 

4.7. Remark. Let R be a so-ring. Every 2-k-system of R is a 2-

l-system of R. 

Proof. Let A be a 2-m-system of R. Let Rx  such that 

.2 Ax   Clearly .,, AxxxxxxRx   Since A is a 2-k-

system,   ., AxrxsxRsr   Hence A is a 2-l-system of 

R.                                                                                            

□   

4.8. Theorem. Let R be a complete so-ring and Q be a proper 

ideal of R. Then Q is semi-2-absorbing if and only if QR \  is 

a 2-l-system of R. 
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Proof. Suppose Q is a semi-2-absorbing ideal of R. Let 

.\2 QRxRx   Since Q is semi-2-absorbing, 

 .3 Qx    1, 1 .\.1..1. QRxxxR   Thus QR \  

is a 2-l-system. 

 Conversly suppose that QR \  is a 2-l-system of R. 

Consider ... QxxxRx   Suppose .2 Qx   Then 

.\. QRxx   Since QR \  is a 2-p-system of R,   

 .\, QRxrxsxRsr    ., QxrxsxRsr   

Since  ..)..(,.. QsrxxxQxxx  ,Qxrxsx  a 

contradiction. Therefore .2 Qx   Hence Q is a semi-2-

absorbing ideal of R.                                                           □ 

                                                                                                                                                  

4.9. Remark. Arbitray union of a family of 2-l-systems of a so-

ring R is again a 2-l-system of R. 

Proof. Let  IiAi |  be the family of 2-p-systems of R. 

Take .: 
Ii

iAA


  Let  .2 AaRa  iAa 2
 for 

some .Ii  Since iA  is 2-p-system of R,   

 .,, IiAarasaRsr i  .
Ii

iAarasa


  

Therefore 
Ii

iAA


:  is a 2-p-system of R.                       □                                                                                                                         

4.10. Theorem. A non-empty subset H of a complete so-ring R 

is a 2-p-system if it is the union of 2-m-systems. 

Proof. Suppose H is the union of 2-m-systems. i.e., 





i

iNH  where each iN  is a 2-m-system. Since every 2-

m-system is a 2-p-system & union of 2-p-systems is again a 2-

p-system, H is a 2-p-system.                                          □                                            

 We denote ABS(R) is the set of all 2-absorbing ideals of R. 

We denote ABS(I) is the intersection of all 2-absorbing ideals 

of R containing I. i.e., 

 .|)()( JIRABSJIABS     

4.11. Theorem. A proper ideal Q of a complete so-ring R is 

semi-2-absorbing if ).(QABSQ   

Proof. Suppose  LLQABSQ |)(   is 2-absorbing, 

.LQ     

   ),(|\|)(\\ RABSLLRLQRABSLRQR  

.LQ   Since L is 2-absorbing, LR \  is a 2-m-system. 

Then by theorem 4.10., QR \  is a 2-p-system of R. Hence by 

theorem 4.9., Q is a semi-2-absorbing ideal of R.           □                                                                                                                                                                      

4.12. Remark. Let R be a complete so-ring and J, K be any 

two ideals of R. Then  

).()(. KABSJABSKJ    

Proof. (i) Suppose .KJ   Then 

       .|)(|)(.|)(|)( QKRABSQQJRABSQQKRABSQQJRABSQ  

Hence ).()( KABSJABS                                            □                                                                                                                                    

V.  CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we introduced the notion of 2-m-system in so-

rings and proved that a proper ideal Q is 2-absorbing ideal if 

and only if QR \  is a 2-m-system of R. Also we introduced 

the notions of semi-2-absorbing ideal and 2-p-system in so-

rings and proved that a proper ideal Q is semi-2-absorbing 

ideal if ),(QABSQ   the set of intersection of all of 2-

absorbing ideals of R containing Q.  
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